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Welcome to our final newsletter for term
1.
It always feels like a very long term, starting
back again after a number of weeks off is
never easy, and couple that with a new start
for some staff and many students means it
just feels like the holidays were a long time
ago. Term 1 always has a number of events
like athletics day, splash carnival, parent
information evenings and open night which
all contribute to a sense of being constantly busy. However, the
holidays are in sight and so is the opportunity to catch our
breath, both for students and staff alike.
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regarding how students attend their lessons is a great starting
point every day. Although the list below may appear to be
‘common sense’ it is important that students are reminded to
follow these every day expectations:
• Turn up to school every day, organised for lessons
and ready for learning
• Be in our full dress code
• Keep mobile phones off and out of sight during all
learning activities
• Only leave class with specific teacher approval, move
only to the location for which permission has been
given and return immediately to class once the out
class activity has completed.
If any of these things have been missing in term one, now is
a good time for reflection and a commitment to a fresh start
in term 2. We thank every parent for their understanding and
supportive conversations with their children about this.

Tracking Student Learning Growth
Tracking student learning growth is an important aspect of our
work here at Paralowie and we use a wide range of measures to
support the student’s in strengthening their learning progress.
These include regular review of attendance and behaviour,
student opinion surveys and feedback, mid-term progress
checks, term reports and interviews, classroom task
assessments as well as teacher observation, performance
development reviews and self-reflection practices.
This information is a valuable way for teachers, parents and
the students themselves to track growth and areas for
development. We encourage and invite parents to explore this
information with teachers if they feel their child requires support
or clarification of progress.

Ready for Learning
It is important to remember that both parents and the school
have a shared responsibility to support children in achieving the
very best from their education. A clear and consistent approach

Reminder RE mobile phones
I would like to thank the parents and students who have
recognised the importance of not having or using mobile
phones in classrooms. This is an unnecessary and significant
disruption to the business of teaching and learning. Just as we
do not expect someone in the work place to stop and take
a private call, we expect the same from the students during
lesson times. Parents are reminded to direct all calls to and
from the Student Office during school times. Thank you.

School Improvement Priorities
We are now a full eleven weeks into the business of teaching
and learning and this is a good time to take a step back and
identify some trends about the year so far.
It has been acknowledged by staff that the start to this year
has been very positive with a huge focus on students taking
responsibility for their ability to attend lessons on time and
be prepared and work in a manner that supports a positive
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learning environment. Like most organisations a school works
best when we identify priorities and goals to help improve and
provide the best service we can. This year we will continue to
focus on a commitment to:
Improving student’s reading ability across R to 10. We are
going to introduce a new method for monitoring how well our
students are reading. It is called Running Records, and while
this is not new in the junior primary years it will be learning
and new processes for teachers and students in years 3 to
10. We will continue to use the Lexile measure for reading
comprehension but Running Records will enable us to assess
other important aspects of reading to ensure students are
developing as balanced readers.
Teaching for impact. Support teachers to explore strengths
and new ways to develop their practice in the classroom
including shared practices and understandings around planning
and assessment. Peer observations, student feedback and
ongoing review of best practice will also inform our work in this
area. We want to develop our students so that they can be
effective at knowing what to do in unrehearsed or unfamiliar
situations.
Improving student’s numeracy capabilities. Continuing to
deliver explicit and systematic numeracy teaching across all
learning areas with a focus on developing student’s confidence
in handling the numeracy demands in school and the general
aspects of everyday life.
While not specifically on our Site Improvement Plan, well-being
through Positive Education and maintaining appropriate
behaviour expectations and processes are constantly reviewed
to help build a culture and community of collaboration, positive
intervention and support. As a school committed to supporting
students to always strive for the highest achievable outcomes,
we will continue our relentless push to provide rich, meaningful,
challenging and engaging learning opportunities for all our
students.
Happy safe holidays to you all and we look forward to a
productive and rewarding term 2.
PETER MCKAY
PRINCIPAL

CAR PARK REMINDER!
A Reminder about our Car Park arrangements while the
STEM building upgrade is happening!
The southern most staff car park on Halba Crescent near
the Middle School and Gymnasiums is off limits to all staff,
students, parents and visitors.
It has been taken over by a construction plant and vehicles.
Only canteen staff and canteen deliveries will be able to
access this car park.
In addition, regarding our Halba Crescent northern most
carpark. The gates are now closed at 2:15pm and not
opening until 3:15pm to restrict traffic movement through the
carparks and improve safety for our students. Year 12
students have been asked not to use this car park until our
first STEM building has been completed.
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With this is mind, our car parks are now extremely busy each
morning and afternoon, this is affecting how many of our
parents are able to gain a car park. I am suggesting that you
park on the street and instruct your children to walk the short
distance to and from the car.
Not long now until the building upgrade will be complete,
thank you so much to all staff, students, parents and carers
for your understanding during this time.

Sincerely
Peter Groves
Deputy Principal R-12

HARMONY DAY - ‘EVERYONE BELONGS’

Harmony Day is a day to celebrate Australian multiculturalism,
based on the successful integration of migrants into our
community. Australia is the most successful multicultural
country on earth and we should celebrate this and work to
maintain it. Harmony Day is about inclusiveness, respect and
belonging for all Australians, regardless of cultural or linguistic
background, united by a set of core Australian values. Orange
is the colour chosen to represent Harmony Day. Traditionally,
orange signifies social communication and meaningful
conversations. It also relates to the freedom of ideas and
encouragement of mutual respect.
In the Paralowie Junior School, we celebrated by wearing
orange clothing and students were asked to bring a gold coin
donation to fundraise for ‘Cows for Cambodia’.
Cambodia is one of the world’s poorest nations. All rural
families dream to own a cow but the reality is that most families
will never be able to afford one.
Cows for Cambodia is essentially a “COW BANK”. We loan
families a pregnant cow, they must look after it and when it has
the baby they get to keep the baby and we take our cow back.
It’s more about providing an opportunity to break the poverty
cycle rather than a direct handout.
Overall, we had a wonderful day and look forward to doing it all
again next year

leadership roles which provided students with an adequate
understanding of the importance of positive relations within the
school community.
On this day, all teachers organised lessons for students based
around an anti-bullying theme and promoting kindness. It was
a very successful day.
Our diversity makes Australia a great place to live. Harmony
Day is a celebration of our cultural diversity – a day of cultural
respect for everyone who calls Australia home. Held every year
on 21 March, the day coincides with the United Nations
International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination.
The message of Harmony Day is ‘everyone belongs’ and the
day aims to engage people to participate in their community,
respect cultural and religious diversity and foster a sense of
belonging for everyone.

ELLISHA SCORDO & BRAD BROWN
STUDENT WELL BEING

MIDDLE SCHOOL NEWS

As part of Harmony Day Celebrations in 2018, Paralowie
secondary students ran a 'Harmony Lunch' to sell a diverse
range of cultural dishes. All money raised through this lunchtime
event will be put towards the 'Cows for Cambodia'. Students
created a variety of food which best represents their cultures.

Paralowie R-12 School had a very successful OPEN NIGHT!

The R-6 School and 7-12 School raised $516 in total. This
is a fantastic effort by staff and students, congratulations.

BEN ABBOTT – SENIOR LEADER OF MIDDLE SCHOOL

Staff and Students around the school participated in lots of very
informative and colourful displays and performances. We were
all very proud to showcase our school on this night.

Kind Regards,
ELLISHA SCORDO – STUDENT WELLBEING
MICHAEL MATTEI

TIRKANTHI NEWS
Naa marni! (Hello everyone)
SAASTA

STUDENTS SAY NO TO BULLYING
NATIONAL DAY OF ACTION AGAINST
BULLYING AND VIOLENCE
On Friday March 16th 2018, Australian schools were united in
their communities to celebrate the 8th National Day of Action
against Bullying and Violence (NDA).
The National Day of Action is Australia’s key anti-bullying event
for schools and in 2018, schools were called to imagine a world
free from bullying and share their BIG IDEAS.
Paralowie R-12 School applied for a grant through the
Department for Education and were very lucky to receive $500
to purchase any resources to be used with the Primary and
Senior School students. With the help of Ellisha Scordo and
Brad Brown, our Student Voice Committee decided that this
money would go towards purchasing a range of resources
such as ply wood, several paints, papier mache letters and
spray paint. These resources would then be used to create
murals which students would be actively involved in making,
designing and creating. In doing so, the student cohort were
able to establish a sense of harmony and fulfil a range of small

The SAASTA academy is now well on its way to being ready for
the Aboriginal Power Cup. Since the last update, the Stage 1
students have been visited by Uncle Ed Wanganeen who spoke
about life growing up as an Aboriginal child in the Kaurna lands
as well as the significance of art to Aboriginal people. From this
talk, the students were able to generate some ideas about our
Academy’s Team Story which portrays what our team values
are, what colours we want to represent us and what our team’s
mascot is going to be.
From here, the students began to design their own personal
Guernseys which incorporated this team story and they then
chose their favourite design which will be printed for us to
wear during the Power Cup. The winning design was chosen
to be a combination of Allira Williams’ design with Jai Taylor’s
Kangaroo drawn over the top.
As well as the Guernsey design, we have
also been hard at work with our Football
trainings, progressing from basic skill drills to
more competitive and game like drills.
Everything we have been doing recently
however, has been heavily led by the Stage 2 students who are
currently working through their second assignment – APC
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Leadership. As part of this, the Stage 2 students have been
organising lessons, helping out the Stage 1 students with their
bookwork and assisting to conduct Football trainings.
The term is nearly over but excitingly we still have some
incredible opportunities to come. On Wednesday of week 11,
the Port Adelaide Football club is coming out to run a cultural
session for our Academy which we are extremely excited about
as well as being excited about a well-deserved break over the
holidays.

Excursions
On Thursday the 5th of April, Mikko Gotch, Jeremy
Wanganeen, James Webb and Allira Williams went along to the
Marni Wingku Senior’s day at Adelaide University. Marni Wingku
Senior had the goal of encouraging students to consider their
study, career and research aspirations into University and
beyond. Our students all took part in an Engineering
component for their first session where they built rockets out of
aluminium foil and a match. In their second session they were
introduced to the world of Health Sciences and got an insight
into what jobs a degree in this field could get the students
into. As well as this, the students were introduced to a number
of people from the Uni that help Aboriginal students in school
to achieve academic success through a number of support
options. Along with the great opportunity this was and the
information the students learnt, there was a prize pool at the
end of the day and all four of our students walked away winners
with a $50 EFTPOS gift card. Not a bad way to spend a school
day I say!

Congratulations
We would like to congratulate two Year 11 students, Mikko
Gotch and Jasmine Carr on winning the DECD STEM
Scholarship, worth up to $10,000 each! This will pay for tutoring
and resources required to complete high level mathematics and
science subjects. Well done Mikko and Jasmine!!!

Nakutha (see you later),
The Aboriginal Education Team

PARENTS AND FRIENDS UPDATE
Easter Raffle
Thank you to all the families that supported our Easter Raffle,
which was a great success! Congratulations to the prize
winners.

Special thanks to all our sponsors who generously
contributed to the raffle:
Waterloo Hotel ($50 Meal Voucher)
Foodland, Whites Rd ($50 Chocolates)
D&S Meats, Springbank ($25 Voucher)
Fish Haven ($20 Voucher)
Parents, Kez and Liz (donations of Easter eggs)
Liquorland (Bottle of wine)
Pharmacy (near Foodland) – gifts

Annual General Meeting
Parents are invited to come along to the AGM on Monday 9th
May at 1.30 pm in the Community Centre. Hear about plans for
2018 and join in the fun. All welcome. Please RSVP for catering
purposes.

LOST PROPERTY (Uniforms)
Please call in to the Community Centre to collect any items
have have been lost – especially uniforms, non-school wear
jumpers, drink bottles etc. The cupboard will be cleared over
the holidays. Thank you.

CHILDREN’S UNIVERSITY ADELAIDE
SCHOOL HOLIDAY PROGRAMS – 2018
April Holidays
Things coming up
Next term we have lots of exciting things planned, including
Reconciliation Week activities, NAIDOC Week activities, the
McLeod Challenge, STEM Congress at Adelaide Oval, Positive
Futures Expo, Workabout Centre courses, special guests, plus
lots more! If you have any questions about the support for your
children or other opportunities, please contact Tom on 8182
7222.
We hope you have an enjoyable and safe break and we look
forward to working with you and your children in Term 2.
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• Wednesday 18th April – Urrbrae House &
Urrbrae Wetlands
Time: 10.00am-2.30pm
Maximum students: 30
Cost: FREE
On arrival at Urrbrae House students are divided into
three smaller groups. Each group is then taken through
different activities befitting their nineteenth century status
and given a tour of the House. Each student is also given

a Victorian name and a piece of costume to help them
become a character in 1892.
The Urrbrae Wetland Project represents an environment
where both plant and aquatic life have been artificially
integrated together Students who visit as a part of the
holiday activity will take a tour of the surrounds and gain
hands on experience in the work done by onsite
scientists.
• Thursday 19th April – El Ritmo & Children’s
University Adelaide Holiday Camp @ Union
House, University of Adelaide
Time: 10.00am-2.30pm
Maximum students: 30
Cost: 5.00 per student
The purpose of this camp is to educate children in a fun
environment the magnificent culture from South America
through dance and art. Learners will engage with a variety
of spoken, visual and written texts both in Spanish and
English.
• Thursday 19th April – Women’s and
Children’s Hospital – Kids Club
Time: 10.00am-1.00pm
Maximum students: 25-30
Cost: FREE
What does quality care sound like and what do our
doctors and nurses need to know? Art Workshop (10 –
11), Hospital Tour (11 – 12) and Kids Safe SA interactive
workshop (12 – 12:30).

July Holidays
• Tuesday 10th July – Kids in the Kitchen @
Regency TAFE SA
Time: 10.00am-2.00pm
Maximum students: 16
Cost: $25.00 per student
Students will prepare a range of dishes and will be taught
by a professional chef, in a world class training facility. All
prepared food will be available to be taken home, unless
consumed beforehand.

integrated together Students who visit as a part of the
holiday activity will take a tour of the surrounds and gain
hands on experience in the work done by onsite
scientists.
• Thursday 12th July – Women’s and
Children’s Hospital – Kids Club
Time: 10.00-1.00pm
Maximum students: 25-30
Cost: FREE
What does quality care sound like and what do our
doctors and nurses need to know? Art Workshop (10 –
11), Hospital Tour (11 – 12) and Kids Safe SA interactive
workshop (12 – 12:30).

October Holidays
• Wednesday 3rd October – Adelaide Zoo
Time: 10.00am-2.30pm
Maximum students: 25-30
Cost: $9.00 per student
Students will experience an animal engagement activity,
followed by a Zoo-Educator led session on how zoos
design enclosures for animals. The program will conclude
with an Inquiry trail during which students will undertake
an observation activity.
• Thursday 4th October – Adelaide Oval
Time: 10.00am-2.30pm
Maximum students: 50
Cost: $8.00 per student
A visit to Adelaide Oval offers a valuable and stimulating
learning experience for students from Primary School all
the way through to Tertiary studies. Hence it is a popular
excursion location for education groups.

The School Holiday Program offers:
• A ‘Behind the Scenes’ Guided Discovery Tour
• ‘Virtual Reality’ Cricket Gaming
• A fun range of activities in our Media Centre

• Wednesday 11th July – Urrbrae House and
Urrbrae Wetlands
Time: 10.00am-2.30pm
Maximum students: 30
Cost: FREE
On arrival at Urrbrae House students are divided into
three smaller groups. Each group is then taken through
different activities befitting their nineteenth century status
and given a tour of the House. Each student is also given
a Victorian name and a piece of costume to help them
become a character in 1892.
The Urrbrae Wetland Project represents an environment
where both plant and aquatic life have been artificially
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THE SALISBURY WEST JUNIOR FOOTBALL
CLUB IS LOOKING FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
TO FILL OUR TEAMS.

COLES – SPORTS FOR SCHOOLS
VOUCHERS

Thank you to everyone who
has supported this program
by returning Vouchers to
school. Counting has begun!
Please return all vouchers by
4th May (first week back next
term). We will advise the final tally in our next Newsletter.
Thanks again!
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